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Stratos Jet Charters Announces Newest Vendor in Their
Exclusive Approved Vendor Program
ORLANDO, FL – Stratos Jet Charters, a leader in the private jet charter industry, is pleased to announce
yet another new air carrier recently added to their unique Approved Vendor Program. Their newest
vendor specializes in non-stop, coast-to-coast jet charter from New York to Los Angeles and other long
haul flights throughout North America. They primarily utilize the most luxurious, top-of-the-line
Gulfstream GIV heavy jet aircraft, one of best-performing planes in the world. As well as their extensive
expertise in domestic routes, this newest air carrier in the innovative Stratos Jets program has significant
international experience, and can ensure a safe charter flight on one of the best-maintained, luxurious
Gulfstream GIVs to be found anywhere in the world.
With a seating capacity of 14–19 passengers, the intercontinental-range Gulfstream GIV is large enough
for almost any traveling party, with the largest cabin in its class and many luxurious amenities. This
heavy jet has the capacity to take a very impressive amount of cargo along for the trip, an incredible
2,041 cubic feet of cargo space, and has a takeoff weight of 72,300 pounds. Propelled by efficient and
powerful Rolls-Royce Tay Mk 611-8 jet engines, the aircraft has a range of 4,860 mi, with a service
ceiling of 45,000 feet and a cruising speed of 528 mph/max 581 mph. This jet’s speed is legendary in the
business aviation community. In June 1987 a Gulfstream IV set 22 world records in its class in flying west
around the world in just 45 hours and 25 minutes. The next year another GIV set 11 world records flying
east around the world. In 1990, Gulfstream CEO Allen Paulson and a Gulfstream flight crew set 35
international records for around-the-world flight in a GIV.
As noted, this newest Approved Vendor is very well-experienced in international jet charters, and in
addition to domestic charter flights such as between L.A. (VNY) and New York City (TEB), Stratos Jet
Charters also regularly offers discounted, one-way charters from New York or Miami (MIA) to European
destinations like London (BGH) or Paris (LBG).

The innovative Approved Vendor Program at Stratos Jets is unlike any other program in the jet charter
industry. For inclusion as an Approved Vendor with Stratos Jets, Part 135 Air Carriers are screened and
graded in terms of operational history and overall safety, the financial stability of their organization,
flight crew qualifications, and a number of other critical factors. A carrier must be graded as Excellent in
every category to be included on the Approved Vendor list, a prerequisite for doing business with
Stratos Jets.
“We depend on our vendors and other business partners providing the highest-quality service possible
to our invaluable clients. They are representing Stratos Jet Charters on every private jet flight that we
charter, and our reputation is something we take very seriously,” said Joel Thomas, President of Stratos
Jet Charters. “We work incredibly hard to ensure that every single flight we charter results in a travel
experience that our clients would be happy to recommend to their family, friends and business
associates. This is because referrals are such a critical part of our business, and we know our clients
deserve the very best from us, every day. Our Approved Vendor Program shows our absolute
commitment to only work with the most distinguished partners in the jet charter industry,” added
Thomas.
The Stratos Jets Approved Vendor Program is the company’s guarantee that their clients will only fly on
the safest, best-maintained Part 135 aircraft, and with flight crews that have the highest credentials
possible. Stratos Jets has long-term working relationships with the finest aircraft operators in North
America, giving the company access to the perfect aircraft and crew for every type of flight itinerary, and
which also allows them to offer clients the best available pricing on every charter.
When it’s time to book your next private jet charter or request a quote on a specific itinerary, Stratos
Jets hopes you’ll give them a call at (888) 593-9066 and speak with one of their experienced air charter
experts. Stratos Jet Charters stands ready 24/7 to meet all of your travel wants and needs - including day
and night access to their superior, comprehensive concierge services - and can have your aircraft ready
at any domestic destination with as little as four hours’ notice.
COMPANY:
Stratos Jet Charters provides air charter service for US-based businesses and individuals. They believe
that their success has come from the relationships they have built through good experiences, not longterm contracts. It is the goal of their company to provide you with the exceptional service and attention
to detail that earns the confidence of your repeat business. They provide air charter service that fits
your schedule and can offer countless options to serve your needs. If you currently have an air charter
service provider, please allow Stratos Jet Charters the opportunity to provide you with a competitive
bid. They are sure that they can provide a level of service and convenience that will earn your repeat
business.
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